
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of CRM
strategy. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for CRM strategy

Explore and identify new methods and functionality within existing tools to
meet specific requirements or simply to unlock potential and create
efficiencies
Knowledge sharing with the CRM Marketing team to ensure new/improved
methods are carried through into BAU newsletter processes
Investigating individual queries referred to CRM by Customer Care relating to
accounts, orders, communications preferences
Create the analytically driven retention strategy and associated offers to
reduce churn
Own the offers from ideation to launch and track the effectiveness
Evaluate current churn trends respective of customer segments and product
to create targeted retention offer strategies
Partner with Finance to perform margin and pricing analysis in order to
support the creation of new bundles and promotional offers
Work closely with Data & Analytics and Consumer Insights to develop insights
and opportunities for business and marketing leads to leverage, and
recommend new Consumer Insights and Data initiatives to close identified
CRM gaps
Lead the process for developing CRM strategies in Acquisition Marketing,
Connected Fitness Conversion, Relationship Marketing, Retail Marketing,
Brand Marketing, and Wholesale Marketing
Develop concrete recommendations, best practices and draft CRM strategies
for business and marketing leads based on data and insights
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Previous use of data querying software or languages ideally SQL but other
tools might be SAS, SPSS, MicroStrategy, Tableau, BlueAnalyzer
Experience in setting up single channel multi-stage CRM programs
An analytical, proactive and flexible approach
The ability to work under own initiative and thrive in a fast paced
environment
Experience solving difficult and sometimes technical problems
Bachelor’s degree in Marketing, Finance or Technology is needed


